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Down syndrome explained

	

What is Down syndrome?





What is Down syndrome?


Down syndrome (or Trisomy 21) is a naturally occurring chromosomal arrangement that has always been a part of the human condition. 

Down syndrome is universally present across racial, gender or socioeconomic lines in approximately 1 in 800 live births, although there is considerable variation worldwide. 

Down syndrome usually causes varying degrees of intellectual and physical disability and associated medical issues.

Request a FREE digital copy of our 'Down syndrome explained' pack:

COMPLETE FORM

Should you require more information or advice, please get in touch with us or our Down syndrome advocacy contact in your country via our Global Contacts page:

GLOBAL CONTACTS

















In their own words




People with Down syndrome answer your questions about Down syndrome.
Read more
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Myths and facts




Being clear on myths associated with Down syndrome and compare them to the facts.
Read more
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Use of terminology




What to say and what not to say about Down syndrome.
Read more
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Robin and Chaica go to Oman

Robin and Chaica were invited by the ICCA to describe how to make conferences more inclusive for people with Down syndrome and intellectual disabilities.


	



Assume that I can

We are proud to have supported our network member, CoorDown, with their international awareness campaign, 'Assume That I Can'.


	



13th World Down Syndrome Day Conference

Join us at the United Nations in New York as we launch our new Health Equity project. Hear from self-advocates, supporters, government and UN officials and NGO representatives as they share knowledge, experience, and good practice.


	



World Down Syndrome Day 2024

On World Down Syndrome Day (21 March), people with Down syndrome and those who live and work with them throughout the world organise and participate in activities and events to raise awareness. Together we create a single global voice advocating for the rights, inclusion, and well-being of people with Down syndrome.
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Myths and facts

Being clear on myths associated with Down syndrome and compare them to the facts.


	



Use of terminology

What to say and what not to say about Down syndrome.


	
Learning profile of a person with Down syndrome




	



Education Guidelines

Through our international guidelines and wider education activities, we are enabling people with Down syndrome to achieve their full potential.


	



Oman health training

Completed project training doctors and nurses in Oman to become trainers of other health professionals.


	



Improve lives with your support!

We need your support to continue our work improving the lives of people with Down syndrome. Donate today.


	



With Us Not For Us - World Down Syndrome Day 2023

Our global network of people with Down syndrome calls for a commitment to 'With Us Not For Us' on WDSD 2023.


	



What job do you do?

We asked people with Down syndrome to tell us about their job.


	



Down Syndrome International statement on Ukraine conflict

Down Syndrome International (DSi) is calling on all parties involved in the current conflict in Ukraine to respect their obligations under international humanitarian law and international human rights law.


	



The World Down Syndrome Awards

We are happy to share the 2023 World Down Syndrome Awardees. Congratulations to all!
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[email protected]
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